Rise N Shine LLC Releases Go Away Gray™ In New and Improved Formula

Rise N Shine LLC's Go Away Gray™ is now available in its new formula that provides 50% stronger and more effective than before.

Sparta, NJ (PRWEB) January 30, 2014

Go Away Gray™ is now available in its new formula that provides 50% more Catalase than the previous formula making it the leading anti-gray formula on the market. Before, the largest amount of Catalase available was 5000IU now Go Away Gray™ offers 7,500IU.

Go Away Gray™ is the most effective way to eliminate gray hair, naturally. It contains an active form of Catalase which works to replenish the amount of the enzyme in your body which in turn reverses the growth of gray hair. Regularly taking one pill, twice daily, will put enough Catalase back into your body to keep the hydrogen peroxide from turning your hair gray.

In just one month of the new product being available, customers are seeing more rapid results. "I started to notice a difference after 12 days, which only got better. I have been getting gray hair on my sides for the past 8 years. The sides are very hard to dye. This product takes away that expense, and it's natural, so I don't have to worry about polluting my body, and the environment with chemicals. I have never written a review before. This product really, really works!" - John, Queens, NY

"After taking Go Away Gray for two months the hair on my head that was completely white, has about 50% dark hair coming in now."

About Rise-N-Shine, LLC:
Rise-N-Shine, LLC is a New Jersey based all-natural supplement company engaged in developing and selling proprietary, targeted supplements on the basis of meeting everyday needs naturally. Founded in 2006 by Cathy Beggan, the company has over twenty products designed to help people feel and look their best and can be found at wakeupontime.com.
Rise-N-Shine LLC has found an increased success rate of their natural revolutionary product Go Away Gray™, to 96% among consumers.

Sparta, NJ (PRWEB) April 08, 2014

After careful review of product use among consumers, Rise-N-Shine LLC is proud to announce a 96% success rate of its revolutionary product Go Away Gray™.

Go Away Gray™ has been clinically proven to eliminate gray hair by getting to the root of the cause. Hair dye only temporarily covers the gray hair, while Go Away Gray™ works to replenish the amount of Catalase your body produces, which then breaks down the hydrogen peroxide in your body that is responsible for turning hair gray.

Go Away Gray™ was the first of its kind to penetrate the market over five years ago. Today, Go Away Gray is still the leading anti-gray hair regimen offering 7500 IUs of Catalase, which is the highest amount on the market.

To learn more about this product please visit goawaygray.com.

For the original version on PRWeb visit:
http://www.prweb.com/releases/GoAwayGraySuccessRate/04/prweb11741168.htm
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